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With the introduction of computer-based technology the nature of the private automatic
branch exchange (PABX) has changed. These devices offer a new set of opportunities for
information systems of the future and for this reason are of particular significance for the
management services manager. At the same time, new questions are posed for the telecom-
munications manager, or any other individual concerned with the selection of such equipment.

Computerised PABXs provide some additionalfacilities for voice communication ♥ at a cost ♥
but they also offer completely new facilities which may be of strategic importance. Aboveall,
they offer the opportunity to mix and control voice, data, text and graphicstraffic on a single
network.

This report describes the evolution of these exchanges, explaining the technology involved and
the essential differences between it and that of the preceding generations of electro-mechanical
equipment. The report describes the features and facilities which computerised PABXs offer
and explains the additional opportunities which these facilities can provide. The justification
for installing such equipment is examined and guidance given on theselection process and its
management.
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The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group which examines major
developments in its field ♥ computers, telecommunications, and office
automation ♥ on behalf of subscribing members. It provides a set of
☁eyes and ears☂ on the world for the systems departments of some of
Europe's largest concerns.
The Foundation collects its information in Europe and the US, whereit
has offices through its associated company. It transmits its findings to
members in three main ways.

♥ as regular written reports, giving detailed findings and sub-
stantiating evidence.

♥ through management conferences, stressing the policy impli-
cations of the subjects studied for managementservicesdirectors
and their senior colleagues.

♥ through professional and technical seminars, where the members☂
own specialist managers and technicians can meet with the
Foundation research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundation is controlled by a Management Board upon which the
members are represented. Its responsibilities include the selection of
topics for research, and approval of the Foundation☂s annual report and
accounts, showing how the subscribed research funds have been
employed.
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|. INTRODUCTION

A. The Case for Considering a Computerised PABX|

The changes which have come about within the last decade, both in the design of private
automatic branch exchanges (PABXs), and other office services (such as data processing)
demand a close look at the private telephone network, of which the PABX forms a significant
element.
In continental Europe, the telecommunications administrations (PTTs) have overall responsib-
ility for providing a public telephone service, but large organisations have a limited opportunity
for selecting and managing their own private telephone networks. These networks comprise
manual switchboards, private automatic branch exchanges (PABXs) and, in many networks,
private telephonelines. In the UK, the Post Office supplies and maintainsall PABXs that have
fewer than one hundred extensions and outgoing trunk lines. The Post Office allows organi-
gations that have one hundred or more lines to select their own PABX, butit retains the
responsibility for maintaining those PABXs.

Currently-available PABXs comprise a wide range of different products, all of which include
features from several generations of technology. The computerised PABXis the most recent
and most advanced of the available products, and the PTTs have announced that they intend
to replace public telephone switching equipmentwith this technology.

An organisation may decide to examine the case forinstalling a new PABX for two different
reasons. Firstly, and obviously, an organisation may need to replace the existing PABX because
the equipmenthas already, or nearly, outlived its useful working life. Secondly, an organisation
maybelieve that the advancedfeatures and facilities that the new technologies have introduced
into currently-available PABXs may make it worthwhile overall to replace the existing PABX
by a new one, even though the formerstill has several years☂ useful life left in it. The unique
features andfacilities that are embodied in a computerised PABX clearly makeit a strong
candidate for any organisation that decides to replace its PABX.

B. Background

The PABXis located between the individual extension user☂s telephone and the public switched
telephone network (PSTN). As a result its development has been influenced by technical
changes in the PSTN, and by technical changesat the telephone.

The public telephone networks in both the UK and continental Europe are almost entirely
based on electromechanical switching technology. The public telephone exchanges employ
three generations of switching technologies (Strowger, crossbar, and reed relay), and these are
described in Section III. In the last five years, the European PTTs have announced that they
intend to upgrade the public telephone exchanges to make them fully electronic, and the new
electronic exchangeswill employ computers to control the switching of voice traffic. Although
some countries have already started to replace electromechanical telephone exchanges, the
majority (including the UK) will not do so until the mid-1980s.

Compared with the computer industry, the introduction of electronics to telephone exchanges
has been slow, primarily because the electromechanical devices have been remarkably cost



effective. Recently, however, the advent of medium- and large-scale silicon technologyhas led
to the development of electronic telephone exchangesat price levels which are justifiable in
terms of the extra facilities they can provide.
Electronic telephone exchangesare also more compact, and they can provide, at marginal cost,
many features which are either impossible, or else very expensive, to achieve on electro-
mechanical telephone exchanges. These features derive primarily from the use of digital
computers to control the operation of the exchange.
In both the UK and continental Europe, the PTTs have to approveall new PABXsbefore they
can be attached to the PSTN. This approval procedure ensures that the various equipments
throughout the telephone network in any one country are compatible one with another. On
the other hand, the long cycle time of the PTTs approval procedure has meant that the process
of introducing new technologies (including computerised PABXs) into the PABX has been a
slow one. For example, IBM announced thefirst computerised solid-state PABX in the UK in
1972, but the Post Office did not approvethefirst installation until 1975. In the meantime,
however, IBM have been very successful with the 3750, and now have over one hundred
installations ♥ and four other manufacturers currently have products awaiting Post Office
approval. The Post Office is developing a microprocessor-controlled telephone exchange to
sell to organisations that have installations with fewer than one hundred extensions ♥ the
market that the Post Office monopolises.
Despite the delaying effect of the PTTs approval procedure, the PABX has undergonesimilar
changesin technology to the public telephone exchange, and at a morerapid pace. Theoriginal
PABXs employed electromechanical Strowger technology, as described in Section III. In the
1950s, a new electromechanical PABX technology ♥ crossbar ♥ entered the European markets.
Crossbar PABXs were able to operate at push button telephone speeds, and offered a new
range of facilities both for the extension user and the operator. In the late 1960s, attempts
were made to add computer control to crossbar PABXs, but these were largely unsuccessful.
In the 1970s, however, when fully-electronic PABXs became an economical possibility, the
computer becamean integral part of the modern PABX.
The development of the computerised PABX has been paralleled over the last few years by the
developmentof electronic equipmentin the office that generates information (other than voice
information) which can then be transmitted through the telephone network. Report 4, Trends
in Office Automation Technologies, reviewed the devices which are in use today, and those
which can be expected to appear on the market in the next few years. These include equip-
ment for the transmission and receipt of information in the forms of text, image and data.

Because the PABX was, until recently, based on electromechanical technology, it has demanded
specialist skills that are quite different from those required elsewhere in large organisations (for
example, amongst the data processing staff). The telecommunications staff in large organis-
ations have these skills, but they have not been closely associated with developments in other
areas, such as data processing and electronic mail. The reason for this is that the telephone net-
workin an organisation has always been quite separate from the data and text communications
functions.



Il. PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT

A Purpose
Thedecision to install a new PABXcarries with it a commitment that extends over ten or
more years. !t will affect not only the quality and costeffectiveness of today☂s voice communi-
cations, but also the possible evolution of a single business information system in which voice,
data, text and image communicationsare brought together in the sameprivate communications
network within an organisation.

Deciding whethertoinstall a computerised PABX and,if so, which one to install, is a new and
uniquely different task. It requires both a knowledge of computer technology and an under-
standing of how the computer can integrate non-voice traffic into an organisation☂s private
telephone network.

With these considerations in mind, this report discusses trends and developments in PABX
technology and public voiceservices. Its purpose is to give those members of management who
are responsible for selecting a PABX a solid background on which to base their decisions for
the future.

The telecommunications manager, together with his staff, will be chiefly responsible for the
task of selecting a computerised PABX.His advice will be acted uponeither bythe directorof
managementservices, or by the boarditself. The report, therefore, emphasises those aspects of
computer technology which will be useful to him and his staff when selecting a computerised
PABX.In so doing,it also examines theincreasing overlap there is between telephony and data
processing, which has been discussed in detail in Report 5, on The Convergence of Tech-
nologies. The convergence of technologies into the private voice network will encourage the
addition of non-voice traffic, such as data and text. The report, therefore, also discusses the
ways in which this addition could take place, and how the telecommunications manager should
plan for such an eventuality.

Manyorganisations now have an information services manager whohasthe overall respons-
ibility for managing the private telephone network, the data processing division, and office
services. It is his responsibility to approve the recommendation of the telecommunications
manager as to which new PABX will be purchased. The report will assist him to evaluate the
impact that a computerised PABX has on all non-voice services. It will also help him to decide
whether the improvements in voice communications that a computerised PABX can introduce
can, taken alone, justify the additional costs involved.

B Structure
The report first examines, in Section III, the evolution of the PABX from electromechanical to
electronic technology (including computer control) over the past fifty years and, more particu-
larly, over the past ten years. A knowledge of this evolution makes it easier to understand the
additional capabilities which a computerised PABX brings to the private telephone network.

Section IV discusses the new features that computerised PABXsoffer, so that the significance



of incorporating a computer into a PABX can beseen. It discusses, in separate sub-sections,
the features that are of relevance to the extension user, the operator, the system, and the net-
work.It also gives examples of applications of computerised PABXs.
Section V highlights those future developments in telephony whichare likely to affect the
selection of a PABX today. It discusses the possible enhancements to the public telephone
network, such as data communication services, trends in PABX design, and developments in
the office (such as the electronic telephone). It also discusses the relevance of those develop-
ments to today☂s planning of telephone network facilities.
Section VI examines the case for selecting a computerised PABX in preference to an electro-
mechanical PABX.Section VII compares the similarities and the differences of commercially-
available products in the UK.
In an environment of rapidly changing technology in and around the telecommunications
industry, perhaps the most difficult management decision is when to invest in new technology.
The report concludes by offering, in Section VIII, some practical advice on how to balance
today☂s needs against the demands of the future. In so doing, it attempts to answer whatis
probably the mostdifficult of all questions ♥ when to buy a computerised PABX.

 



Ill. THE EVOLUTION OF PABX TECHNOLOGY

As already mentioned in Section II, a knowledge of the way technology has developed makes
it easier to understand the benefits that computerised PABXscan provide.

A The Function of the Private Telephone System
The individual members of an organisation who workin a large building need to be able to
communicate with one another when desired. Some of them,at least, also need to be able to
communicate with members of the organisation who are located elsewhere, and also with
individuals (such as customers, suppliers, clients, etc.) who are not members of the organis-
ation. A private telephone system such as a manual switchboard or a PABX (which is the
automated replacement of the manual switchboard) handles all internal telephone communi-
cations and provides connections to outgoing lines.
Because the internal extensions are used on a random and infrequent basis, the number of
connecting circuits in the telephone exchange, or switchboard, need only be a small fraction
of the total number of attached telephones and outgoing lines. In the case of outgoingtraffic,
the numberof outgoing lines will also be only a small fraction of the total extensions. In
effect, therefore, the PABX acts as a ☁concentrator☂ for a large numberof telephones, most of
which havea lowrate ofactivity.

This is particularly true of the outgoing lines. In a private network of, say, 1,000 extensions,
it may be necessary to install only, say, 50 outgoinglines to handle all the externaltraffic. At
any moment in time, the PABX takes on the task of allocating one of these 50 lines to any
extension user who requires an external number. Occasionally, all the lines will be occupied,
and other extension users, temporarily, will not be able to have access to the public network.
However, on average, an outgoingline will always be available to any extension user who
requires one.

B_ The Replacementof the Manual Switchboard
The first private telephone systems were manually operated. The manual switchboard was
inexpensive to purchase, and because humanbeingsoperatedit, and so supervisedall the voice
traffic, the telephone system was flexible in operation and well controlled. However, as build-
ings grew in size and labourcosts of the operators escalated, the manual switchboard became
less and less cost effective, and the level of service both to extension users and incoming
callers declined rapidly. Today, the manual switchboard is generally found only in smaller
premises.
The PABX has largely taken the place of the manual switchboard, and it performs auto-
matically those switching functions that human operators carried out on manual switchboards.
The first PABX was designed using Strowger technology in the 1920s.

The Strowger PABX consists of a set of electromechanical selectors. An extension user who
requires either an internal number or an outside line can set up a path to this number through



the PABXbydialling the appropriate digits. Each digit activates a selector switch in the PABX,
and contributes towards the setting up of a physical path between the extension line and the
required other telephone. Incomingcallers are still intercepted by an operator before being
redirected to an extension number through the PABX.
Although the Strowger PABX reduces the labour content from the telephone system, it
considerably weakens control over outgoing calls. If, as a result, extension users use theirphones to makeprivate calls, or use their phones indiscriminately, higher telephone charges
result. Successive generations of PABXs have attempted to reintroduce an elementof control
over outgoing calls and extension facilities to make it as easy for the extension user to make
a call as it was when the switchboard was completely operated by a humanbeing.

C Common Control PABXs
The switching and the control functions in a Strowger PABX are combined. Each selectoracts jointly with others as a componentof both the physical switching path and the control
mechanism for setting up that path. The crossbar PABX, which dates back to the 1960s inEurope, separates these two functions.
The term crossbar refers to the switching circuits within the PABX which carry the voicesignals. Each telephone line connects into a switching matrix in which pathsare set up betweendifferent lines by closing a cross-point. The crossbar switching matrix is electromechanical, butit operates at a considerably higher speed than the Strowger selectors. Figure 1 below showsthe crossbar switching.
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A separate control system supervises the crossbar switching matrix. An extension user sets up acall by dialling directly into the control system the digits of the telephone number of theperson he is calling. The control circuits then activate a cross-point in the crossbar switch, andthis connects the two parties together.
The advantage of isolating the switching circuits from the controlis that it makesit possible toinclude commonfacilities in control whichall users can use. The computeris especially suitedto controlling the switching of telephonetraffic because ofits fast speed of operation anditsinherent flexibility. However, in the 1960s, crossbar PABXs were designed with purpose-builtelectromechanicalcontrol circuits to operate the crossbar switching matrix.
In the electromechanical range of PABXs, crossbar has been succeeded by reed relay tech-nology. Instead of a crossbar switching matrix, the reed relay PABX employs arrays of reedrelays, with each relay acting as a cross-point in the switch. The advantages of the reed relayderive from the fact that it is encapsulated in an inert gasseous environment, and so is mostreliable in operation. It is also able to switch at higher speeds than the crossbar switching
matrix and, in addition, is physically more compact.

As mentioned in Section | B, the first computerised PABXs consisted of crossbar switching
technology and computer control. The resulting PABX was not a commercial success,largely
because the crossbar technology did not produce fast operating speeds. Reed relay switches, by
contrast, are sufficiently fast, and are also compact enough, to be compatible with computer
control. The Philips EBX 8000 combines reed relay switching and computer technology.

D_ The Electronic PABX

In an electromechanical PABX,a voice path is set up between two telephonelines by establish-
ing a physical connection across the switching network. This is a slow-speed operation because
it involves closing the network☂s electrical contacts by mechanical means. Because the switch-
ing operation creates a physical path in space between the two telephonewiresit is frequently
referred to as ☁space division switching☝. With a space division PABX, each voice signal is
transmitted down a separate voicecircuit.

Electronic PABXs use a variety of switching techniques including spacedivision, time division,
and frequency division. Section III C discussed electromechanical PABXs based on space
division switching techniques. These techniques are also used in electronic PABX technology
in which the switching circuits continue to use discrete cross-points arranged in a similar
switching matrix to that illustrated in figure 1. Nowadays, these cross-points belong to one of
the following types:

♥ Electromechanical
♥ Discrete electric components

♥ Large scale integration (LS!) devices
The technology used in the cross-point determines the frequency and powercharacteristics ofthe switching circuits. For example, reed relays, which are electromechanical devices, cantransmit signals from several hundred kilohertz down to the frequencyofdirect current. Theycan also handle power ranges from the milliwatt levels that are associated with voice signals upto watts (ringing current levels). The line circuits necessary to interface with reed relay switch-ing networks are comparatively simple, and they need only provide protection against veryhigh voltage external signals, such as lightning strikes and powercrosses.
By contrast, systems that use electronic cross-points (based on either discrete electric com-



ponents or LSI devices) require more complex (and morecostly) line circuits that incorporate
high quality transformers. In most cases, very careful earthing is needed to minimise noise pick
up. The electronic components are fragile and they need greater protection from external
powersurges.
By comparison with electromechanical technology, the solid-state switching matrix has many
advantages. It is smaller, costs less, works at a faster speed, and lasts almost indefinitely. The
recently-introduced LSI cross-point components have significantly reduced the size and
physical complexity of space division PABXs.
As a recent development, low-cost silicon components have been introduced into both public
and private networks, and with the use of these componentsvoicesignals are digitised. Instead
of transmitting a continuous analogue voice signal, digital telephone networks transform these
signals into streams of binary digits (Os and 1s). The low-cost silicon components(integrated
circuits) are ideally suited to switching binary information ♥ irrespective of whether this
consists of voice or data. The switching of digital signals requires a time division technique
whichis described below. The digitisation of the public and private networks, external to the
PABX,is described in Section V.
Time division switching is based on the fact that a frequency-limited analogue signal (such as
a voice signal) does not have to be transmitted continuously in order to enable all of the
information to be received. If the amplitude of the voice signal is ☁sampled☂ at constant
intervals in time, and the measured sample is transmitted instantaneously to thereceiver,it is
possible to accurately reproduce the original voice signal, providing that the time intervalis
small enough. Figure 2 illustrates this process.
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Once a voice signal has been broken downinto discontinuous samples of the signal amplitude,
digital telephone systems (including the commercially-available time division PABXs) convert
these amplitude samples into binary information. This processis called pulse code modulation
(PCM). A fixed number of binary digits are used to measure the amplitude of each voice
sample. Although both eight-bit and twelve-bit binary PCM systemsare available today, the
PTTs have standardised on the eight-bit system. Figure 3 illustrates PCM signalling.
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As already mentionedin the first paragraph of this sub-section, with a space division PABX,
each voice signal is transmitted down a separate voice circuit. With a time division PABX, by
contrast, many different voice signals are transmitted down a commonpath.Thisis physically
possible only when the continuous voice signals have been broken downinto discontinuous
samples, as described above.

Samples belonging to different conversations are communicated down the commonswitching
path at different times. This method of interleaving signals in time on a commonpathis called
time division multiplexing (TDM). The receivers of the signals pick off their respective signals
at different times, these times being determined by the conirolling circuits of the switching
network. Theprinciple is illustrated in figure 4.
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This method of sendingall the voice traffic over a single path has two implications. Thefirst
implication is that the physical delay of transmitting individual samples down the path forms
a significant proportion of the total sampling interval, and this limits the total number of
samples which can be interleaved during one sample interval. In order to take accountof the
physical transmission delay that each sample experiences in travelling down the path, the
sampling interval is subdivided in time into a number of☁time slots☂. During each time slot, an
individual voice signal is communicated from the sender to the receiver down the switching
path.

The total numberoftime slots in a sampling interval determines the maximum numberof one-
way conversations which can take place through the PABX switching network. A voice
conversation requires two time slots for a two-way dialogue. For example, with a sampling rate
of 8,000 samples per second (this being the rate which corresponds to the UK public network
standards for voice signalling) each sampling period occupies 1,250 microsecondsoftime.If it
takes (say) 2 microseconds to transmit a sample, then there will be over 600 individual time
slots, or a maximum of 300 two-way voicecircuits. The maximum number of two-way voice
circuits is important, since it determines the total switching capacity of the PABX, andthis in
turn determines the maximum amount oftraffic that the exchange can handle at any one
momentin time.
The example above assumed that the 8,000 samples were analogue samples. However, as
mentioned on page 9 , the voice samples are encoded into binary digits. This means that
instead of 8,000 analogue samples there are 64,000 binary pulses. It is much easier, however,
to accurately transmit 64,000 binary pulses (where each pulse has only one of two possible
values) than it is to transmit 8,000 pulses where each pulse may have any value from an
infinite range of values.
The second implication of sendingall voice traffic over a single path is that the single switching
path requires much smaller equipment. Also, it is much more reliable because it has fewer
components that can malfunction. At the present time, however, time division PABXsare
comparatively expensive because their line circuits are costly. These circuits include the devices
which carry out the sampling and the digital encoding of analogue signals. Recently, new
circuit integration techniques have reduced the circuit elements to a few components, and this
new development has reduced the price of PCM coders and encoders sufficiently to enable
them to be used economically in telephony applications.

Currently, component technology is making rapid progress in developing the integration of
analogue anddigital circuits into single low-cost integrated circuits. By 1980, the line circuits
will be comparatively inexpensive, and also will occupy far less space than do today☂s discrete
components. When this happens,it will increase the trend towards time division switching.

Some electronic PABXs in North America use the third switching technique that was men-
tioned earlier ♥ frequency division switching. The technique cannotat present be incorporated
into European PABXs becauseits use requires specialised telephones and special wiring tech-
niques that the European PTTs have notyet adopted.

Theprinciple of frequency division switching can be illustrated by imagining a situation where
a group of people are each equipped with special multi-channel transceivers (these being
devices that look like and are similar to telephones). When one person in the group wishes to
call another, he uses a standard calling frequency to call the operator, and the operator then
assigns him a channel that he can use. The operator then calls the other party, whois using a
standardlistening frequency, and tells him to tune to the same channel.

In the USA, the Collins audio/video system works in just that way. The transceivers in the
system are all connected to a single co-axial cable. The telephones are ☁scanned☂, using a
common control channel and, as required, they are allocated to individual user channels.
This system is useful when the co-axial cable, with its huge bandwidth, is used to connect
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signals of varying types, such as TV monitors and data processing terminals.
In modern PABXs, the switching network provides the electronic circuits through whichall
the analogue signals are transmitted. As implied earlier, the only switching techniques available
in European PABXsare space division switching and time division switching. In all PABXs,
however, the control circuits that are used in setting up the switching paths are being replaced
by digital computers.

E The Computerised PABX
The control of the Strowger PABXis incorporated into the selector switches. The distribution
of control throughout the switching network reduced the risk that the complete system might
fail. However, the common control PABXs(including crossbar, reed-relay and electronic) have
separate switching and control circuits. This increasingly makes the system more vulnerable,
because it places the responsibility for control into a commongroupofcircuits (which, in the
computerised PABX,consists of a single computer).
If a failure occurs in the computer control, the PABX will go off the air. Most computerisedPABXshavepartially overcome this problem by duplicating all the controlcircuits. The activecircuits also have the facility to executecertain self-testing routines, and these can quickly andaccurately diagnose hardware failures.
The computercontrol in a computerised PABX consists of a digital processor and anelectronicstore. In some PABXsthereis also an external store, such as a magnetic disc. The processorperforms tasks suchas the allocating of switchingcircuits to incomingcallers, the monitoringof outgoing traffic, and the testing of hardware within the PABX.It also provides all thefacilities for the extension user and the operator that are discussed in Section IV. The elec-tronic store contains those instructions that are necessary to execute all these tasks andprovide the facilities through the processor. It also contains the numbering plan and theallocation offacilities to all extensions.
The computer control of computerised PABXs has advanced in step with the advance incomputer technology generally. The early computerised PABXs, such as in the IBM 3750,incorporated physically large and powerful computers. Later computerised PABXs, however,were built around a minicomputer such as the Data General Nova in the Plessey PDX. Thesecond generation computerised PABXs, which are now available, employ microprocessorsinstead of minicomputers. These PABXs represent a return to distributed control, whereseveral microprocessors undertake a variety of dedicated functions. This methodology ofdistributing control to several separate elements increases thereliability of the system becausethe whole system is not closed down whenindividual elements fail. The ITT 4080 is micro-processor-based.
The computerised PABX (as described in Section IV) incorporates many of those featuresof control and flexibility that manual switchboards have always contained. The computerisedPABX provides the benefit that it is fast and needs fewer operators than does the manualswitchboard.
As the cost of the technology decreases, and the features and facilities increase, the com-puterised PABX will rapidly replace both the manual and the electromechanical telephonesystems. The features and facilities of the computerised PABX are described in the nextSection.
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IV. FEATURES AND FACILITIES OF COMPUTERISED PABXs

A Introduction

Computerised PAB Xsoffer manyfeatures andfacilities that are of importance for the extension
user, the operator, managementcontrol, system flexibility, network management, and main-
tenance. This Section briefly reviews the most important of these features and facilities (based
on the experience of installations that have installed computerised PABXs), and briefly
describes the form in which these features and facilities are offered in commercially-available
PABXs.

B. Features and Facilities for the Extension User

A computerised PABX improves the speed and the effectiveness of a private telephone net-
work. It does this particularly by a numberof features andfacilities that enable the extension
user to make a call more quickly, and that improves the chancethat he will be connected (and
connected quickly) with the personheis calling. Organisations that have installed computer-
ised PABXs have found that extension users readily learn how to use some of these features
and quickly adopt them. Other features are, however,a little bit more difficult to learn how to
use and extension users, unless they are educated in their use, tend not to adopt them. Most
extension users, therefore, do not take advantage ofall the features that they could use, and
each installation tends to favour a different set of the available features.

Because the computerised PABX is programmable, the manufacturer of a PABX arranges for
the available features to be available to extension users in the form of different ☁classes of
service☂. Each class of service comprises a different selection of features, and the computerised
PABXsthat are available, or are being sold at the moment, offer between 16 and 96classes of
service. The number of features available within each class of service is entirely at the dis-
cretion of the telecommunications managementof an organisation, although the manufacturer
will offer advice on the way features should be allocated to eachclass of service.

In order to use the available features of a computerised PABX mosteffectively, the telecom-
munications managementof an installation needs first to decide the individual features that
would go into each class of service, and then to allocate to each extension user the class of
service that he needs to be able to use if he is to perform his job most effectively and most
efficiently. Because the PABX is programmable,it is a simple matter subsequently to alter the
features within a particular class of service, or to allocate a different class of service to a
particular extension user.
The features that existing installations have found to be both most useful and most readily
adopted by extensionusersare briefly described below:

♥ Abbreviated dialling
The abbreviated dialling feature enables the extension user to dial those external
numbers that he uses frequently, with an abbreviated code of (say) two or three
digits, instead of having to dial the full number.
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The abbreviated dialling feature is very popular with extension users in existing
installations because it is easy to learn, and it saves them considerable time in looking
up anddialling an external number. It must be pointed out, however, that although the
user has merely to press two or three buttons on his push-button telephonein order to
initiate the call, the time required to make the connection with the person being
called is the same as if the extension user dialled the full number on a rotary dial
telephone.

The abbreviated dialling feature varies considerably between different manufacturers☂
PABXs, and this difference generally arises because of the size of the store in the
computerthat is allocated to hold the abbreviated numbers. Generally it is possible for
different departmentsin an organisation (for example, sales, production, and accounts)
to have different directories of abbreviated dialling numbers, and for each abbreviated
directory to comprise 100 or more different numbersall of which can be obtained by
dialling a two- or three-digit code.
In addition to these common abbreviated directories, computerised PABXsalso offer
a limited number of personal abbreviated directories which certain authorised exten-
sion users can use. Because this feature makes a heavy demand on the computerstoreit
is usually limited within an installation to a comparatively small numberof directories
with each authorised extension user being able to use only about ten numbers which heprogrammeson his own telephone. This personal abbreviated dialling feature could be
made more widely available (without making special demands on the computerstoreinthe PABX) through the development described in Section V C by whichthe telephoneitself could be used to provide personal abbreviated dialling external to the PABX.
☁Camp-on☂or ☁Ring-back when free☂
When an extension user dials another extension and finds that he gets the engagedsignal he can, through the camp-onfeature, dial two extra digits to signal that he wantsto be connected to the other extension user when that extension user terminates hispresent conversation. Then, when the called extension user hangs up his phone, theconnection is made automatically first to the extension user whois originating thecall
and then, when he answers,to the called extension user.
With some PABXsonce an extension user camps-on heis not able to use his phoneagain if he wants to leave the camp-on in force. Other PABXs, however, allow theextension user to make othercalls whilst being camped-on to another extensionuser.With some PABXs the extension user whois being called hears a warning tone whenanother extension camps-on to him. With other PABXstheextension user whois beingcalled, and whois already speaking on his own phone, is not made aware that heisbeing camped-on.
Call transfer
With the call transfer feature an extension user who hascalled another person can be
re-directed by that person to a second extension without the need for operatorinter-vention.
Call pick-up
With the call pick-up feature an extension user who hears a nearby telephoneringing,and knows the extension number of that phone, can intercept the call and take it onhis own phone.
Save and repeat
With the save and repeat feature an extension user whodials an external number and
finds that it is engaged can ☁save☂ that external number. Some time later, when he
decides to repeat thecall, he can initiate that call merely by dialling a two-digit repeat
code numberandthecall will be made automatically for him.
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♥ Third party conference
The third party conference feature enables three or more people to participate at one
time in a single telephonecall.

♥ Executive override
This feature (which is allocated to only a limited number of extension users) allows a
third party to enter a conversation that two other individuals are conducting between
themselves.

Two other features for the extension user are worth mentioning here, even althoughextension
users in existing computerised PABXshave almost completely neglected to use them.

The first of these is the call park feature. With the call park feature, an extension user who
receives a call on his own telephone mayarrange for the call to be ☁parked☂ on another nearby
telephone which is not at that momentbeing used. When he does this, the telephone on which
the call is parked does not ring, and the extension user can then go to the other telephone and
take his call on that telephone.
The second feature that is being very much neglected on existing installations is the do-not-
disturb feature. This feature allows an extension userto ensure that, whilst he has that feature
in force, his own telephone doesnotring and thecall is automatically transferred to another
extension where that user will deal with the call. Perhaps the main reasonthis feature is being
neglected is that, for practical and obvious reasons,it is being allocated to only a limited num-
ber of extension users in any installation.
As implied earlier, all computerised PABXs do not contain the whole range of the features
discussed above. Almost certainly, however, each manufacturer will, from time to time, update
the software available with the particular computerised PABX, and so enable those organis-
ations that have that particular PABX to upgrade, or to addto, the features and facilities of
their computerised PABX. It must be emphasised, however, that changesofthis kind will need
to be made by the manufacturer, and not by the management of the installation. Also,all
changesofthis kind require Post Office approval.

C Features for the Operator

For manyorganisations, the private telephone system is the front window to the outside world.
The operator, therefore, has a major responsibility for presenting an efficient and intelligent
response to all those persons who are making incoming calls. The incoming caller who has to
wait several minutes to be connected to the required person, or whois connected to a wrong
number by mistake, gains an unfavourable impression of the organisation concerned. The con-
sole of the computerised PABX enables the operator to deal speedily with incomingcalls, and
it provides her with the necessary information to makea correct and fast connection to the
required person.

The electronic consoles associated with computerised PABXs are ergonomically designed to
reduce the operator☂s arm movements. Also, the layout of the console is designed to be both
attractive and efficient in operation.A visual display unit on the console provides the operator
with information on eachcall that she is dealing with. For example, she may wish to forward
an incomingcall to an internal extension. The console will display the source of the incoming
call (external, internal, private line, etc.) and the status of the telephone of the person who is
being called (engaged, ringing, camped-on, etc.). Then, if the person to whom she has for-
warded the call does not answerin a pre-selected time (say 15 seconds) the visual display
will alert her to the fact that that person has not answered the call. By this meanssheis able,
with the minimum delay, to inform the external caller that the person heis calling is not
available.
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The information on the console☂s visual display is continuously updated so that the operator
always has comprehensive and up-to-date information in front of her. This information enables
her to superviseefficiently a large numberofcalls, and she can react quickly to each individual
call with an informed response to the external person whoiscalling.
With a few computerised PABXs the operator can also have a separate visual display terminal
to assist her in locating desired telephone numbers. Both the IBM 3750in this country and the
Danray in the USA have a magnetic disc memory on which the namesofall internalstaff,
together with their extension numbers, call billing information etc., can be recorded and
updated on a day-to-day basis. This feature means that instead of having to spend time in
searching through internal telephone directories, the operator can obtain the information
on-line on her visual display unit. This not only saves her considerable time, but helps to
eliminate the problems(particularly of wrong numbers) that arise when the internal telephone
directory is in conventional printed form.
Whenthe extension users make use of their own telephonefeatures, suchascall transfer, they
release the operator from work which she would otherwise have to perform.
The combination of all the features above means that the operator can work more speedily and
more efficiently, and with a reduced workload. This means that in a small PABXinstallation
the operator can carry out other jobs, such as that of receivingvisitors. It also means that in
large installations fewer operators are required.

D Management Control

With electromechanical PABXs managementhaslittle control over the expenditure on tele-phonecalls. In many organisations an extension user can pick up his telephone and make along international call costing (say) £100, without anybody knowing that he has madethiscall. The computerised PABX, for the first time, has introduced into private telephone net-works a comprehensive managementcontrol over the cost of telephonecalls. This control canbe established because outgoing calls can be monitored and selectively controlled, and tele-phone charges can be distributed to individual extensions. This control is achieved by twomeans: routerestriction andcall information logging, as discussed below.
1. Routerestriction

The crudest form of cost control (which, however, has the merit thatit restricts the extentto which extension users can use their telephones for improperorindiscriminate purposes)is to restrict the range of numbers an extension user can dial. For each user, this restrictionwould form part ofhis ☁class of service☂. According to the features in his class of service anextension user might be allowed to make telephonecalls on only one of the followingbases:

Internal calls only
♥ Internal and externallocalcalls
♥ Internal and nationalcalls
♥ Internal, national and internationalcalls.
In addition, with most computerised PABXsit is possible to ☁bar☂ specific telephone num-bers or sequencesofdigits, such as the number 100forcalling the operator.

2. Call information logging (CIL)
With a computerised PABX the details of all outgoing calls from each extension can berecorded on a magnetic disc or on magnetic tape at the timeeach call takes place. Subse-
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quently, the information that has been recorded in this way can be analysed to produce
reports for the following three purposes:
♥ Cost allocation

All calls can be summarised by extension user, or charge code, or department, or profit
centre.

♥ Abuse detection
Calls can be analysed to look for calls made to certain specific numbers such as turf
accountants☂ numbers, or the extension user☂s home number,or to look for calls made
outside office hours, etc.

♥ Call charge validation
Call charges can belisted and totalled to allow them to be matched with the telephone
bills received from the Post Office.

The introduction of route restriction and call information logging will not necessarily pro-
duce an immediate and dramatic reduction in telephonecosts. It may be (although it is most
unlikely) that in a particular organisation all extension users use their telephones in a
way entirely necessary to the business. In practice, however, management's ability to
restrict and control outgoing calls, and to monitor the calls that are made, should produce
a reduction in telephone costs. It should also ensure that the expenditure on telephone
services is contributing towards the business, and is not subsidising personal calls.

E Features Providing System Flexibility

A computerised PABX provides system flexibility by enabling day-to-day changes to be made
in the extension users☂ numbering plan andin the allocation offacilities. Through the use of a
simple keyboard terminal facilities can be allocated without the need to make modifications to
hardware.

F Features for Network Management

If an organisation either operates, or is considering operating, a private network (including
private lines between all its major sites) a computerised PABX could increase the utilisation
of private lines and, as a result, maximise the return of the telecommunications investment.

For example, a dialled number might be served by either a private line or an out of area
exchange line. A computerised PABX can route the call over the cheapest possible trunk line
available and therefore maximise the use offixed tariff lines.

A computerised PABX has twofacilities to help in network planning and utilisation: traffic
tables and route optimisation, as discussed below:

1. Traffic tables
It is possible with a computerised PABX to compile records of traffic patterns in the
private network. These would include the use made of outgoing lines (both public and
private), the availability of switching circuits for traffic within the PABX, and the use of
various features and facilities, etc. These records could be accumulated over a period of
hours, or even days, and thenanalysed to identify overall trends, rather thanspecific call
details. Subsequently, managementcould, by studying the analysed CIL information and
the trends of traffic patterns, decide whether there were sufficient outgoing lines to meet
peak traffic conditions, and whetherit would be desirable to introduce additional private
lines over frequently-used routes. From the traffic patterns, management also could see to
what extent the extension users were taking advantage of the extension features available
to them. They would be able to see from this whetherit was necessary to providetraining
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to familiarise extension users with the features that they should be using in order to
improvetheir efficiency.

2. Route optimisation
Where it is a complicated matter to determine what the proper trunk groupis for a call
(e.g. private line, public line, out-of-area exchange line, etc.), it is sensible to program
the procedure for doing this into the PABX and, by doing this, avoid the problem of
training extension users or operators. This is particularly desirable in the USA because
of the variety of trunking options that are available there. Even in this country, however,
it can be of value in those large networks that use private lines and out-of-area exchange
lines.
Where the class of service permits it, routing systems generally operate by selecting the
most economical first-choice trunk group for a given destination and then,if that group
is engaged, going to a secondary choice.
A valuable elaboration of route optimisation which increases the utilisation of fixed cost
(e.g. private line) trunk groups is trunk queuing. Trunk queuing applies when an extension
user dials a trunk group access code and finds that it is engaged. The PABXsaves him the
inconvenience of having to repeatedly dial that code by calling him whentheparticular
trunkis free.

G Features for Easier Maintenance
A keyboard terminal located in a computerised PABX equipmentroom allows the Post Office☂s
service staff to have access to maintenance information from within the PABX. Through the
self-testing routine the PABX automatically informs the operator that a fault has developed in
the hardware of the PABX. The operator can then telephone the Post Office engineer, who can
then use the keyboard terminal to have the results of the self-testing routine printed out for
him. From these results he can, with the minimum of delay, trace the fault to a particular
hardware component.
Theself-testing routine eliminates the need for regular maintenance inspections, and removes
from extension users the responsibility for reporting faults. The keyboard terminal enables
maintenance changes to be made,suchastheactivation of a spare circuit in the PABX cabinet.
The service keyboard can be connected remotely (across the telephone network) to the PABX.
The Post Office have not yet, however, given approvalfor this in the UK.

H_ Features for New Application Areas

The flexibility of a computerised PABX system provides the opportunity for new applications
of the telephone within offices and factories. In particular, the integration of a computer into
the telephone network can assist in several ways with the managementoftraffic in the net-
work. Three ways in which a computerised PABX can be used for this purpose are discussed
below:
1. Automatic call distributing

The automatic call distribution (ACD) facility automatically queues incomingcalls, and
then allocates each call to the first extension user whois free to answerthatcall. This is a
particularly useful feature for large systems such asairline, car hire, and hotel reservation
centres, telephone directory assistance centres, credit card authorisation centres. It can
also be applied with advantage to those organisations (such as computer manufacturers)
that have a large field support service department. ACD monitors the traffic and, in some
cases, determines the average delay before a call is answered.
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ACDin a computerised PABX has the advantage that, through the service keyboard,it is
a simple matter to adjust the numberof answeringpositions.
Voice and data
The telephone networkis increasingly being used to carry non-voice traffic. However, the
majority of electromechanical PABXs make noprovision for. the communication of non-
voice traffic beyond simply offering point-to-pointvoice circuits. ;

The communication of non-voice traffic (such as data, text and image) requires special
facilities which are discussed in Section V F.
The IBM 3750 is one ofthefirst European PABXsto offer non-voicefacilities. Many of
the organisations that have installed 3750s exploit some of these data features and other
organisations plan to do so. The most apparent value of these features, however, has been
in justifying the extra investment cost of the IBM 3750 overits earlier competitors.

Special characteristics of the 3750 which are not generally provided with PABXs ♥
whether they are computerised or not ♥ are:

♥ Extension lines are terminated not only in telephones but also in data terminals and
contact monitoring devices, such as thermostats.

♥ A bulk storage device (a magnetic disc) is standard equipment with the control unit.

♥ A voice response unit is connected to the PABX.This voice response unit enables a
computer to respond to a data enquiry with a verbal message that is transmitted to
the telephone of the person making the enquiry.

♥ A communications link is available to a data processing system, and this link is, in
fact, often provided with an organisation☂s 3750.

The 3750 has a basic capability for collecting data. Local terminals, attached to the tele-
phone network, enter data which is checked and then stored on a magnetic disc in the
PABX. Later, on request, the data that has been stored on the disc can be loaded into a
standard computer peripheral device or(via a communications link) to a computer. (CIL
information is usually handled in this way and this is the most common example of a data
application with the 3750).
The 3750 also has available an optional data function which is known as ☁Real-time data
collection to DP systems☂. This capability provides for terminals (either local or remote)
to be switched through the 3750 (withoutlocal storage of information on magnetic disc)
to a data processing system connected via a synchronous data communications link. The
3750 mayalso perform a numberof error checks on the input data that is received from
the terminals. In addition, the data processing system may give an instruction to the 3750
(via the data link) to direct the 3750's voice response unit to provide a verbal response to
the terminal. This facility eliminates the need for a visual display on the extension user☂s
terminal. This means that the telephone can be used to access information, using the push
buttons to make a request, and using the handsetto receive a verbal response.

IBM have developed a family of terminals that can be used on the shop floor to collect
data. These terminals include the following:

♥ A magnetic stripe card reader.

♥ A cluster unit, which may consist of an alph-numeric keyboard, a punchedcard reader,
and a magneticstripe card reader.
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These terminals are satisfactory for several applications, such as the use of a magnetic
stripe card reader to act as an attendance recorder or to act as a device controlling access
to a doorway. Some more complex data entry or data enquiry functions, however, require
features that this limited terminal array do not provide.
The telephone has not yet been widely used as a data capture unit because it has certain
deficiencies, such as a lack of visual display and hard copy.
The application of data terminals has also been inhibited because non-IBM terminals cannot
readily be adapted to interface with the 3750. There are, however,several well-integrated
systems that exploit the capabilities of the 3750. For example, one French bankuses the
system for dealing with customer account enquiries, for building services (such as heating),
and for controlling entry to car parks and buildings.
Organisations that have installed a 3750 have generally not developed sophisticated inte-
grated applications. CIL is the most commondata application on 3750s, and the next most
commonis flexitime recording, which is a simple data collection function.
The data facilities on the 3750 have several deficiencies such as inappropriate terminal
devices, limited PABX storage capacity, and constraints on throughputfor high-speed data.
The 3750 has, however, been extremely valuable in identifying the kind of data facilities
that need to be included in second-generation computerised PABXs.

Network configurations
Some PABXsoffer those organisations that have multiple sites additional network features
which can considerably enhance the voice network as a whole. For example, considerable
economies can be made byintroducing fixed tariff private lines into a private telephone
network, always provided that these lines are optimally utilised. A computerised PABX
enables this to be achieved by automatically managing route selection through route
optimisation as described in Section IV F. Also, traffic tables enable the managementof a
computerised PABX to analyse traffic on a private network to see whether additional
private lines are necessary in order to meet increased traffic demands.
As computerised PABX networks become more sophisticated it is possible to introduce
control links between PABXs that are physically remote one from another, to enable
extension features to function over several sites. For example,it is a relatively straight-
forward matter to introduce desk-to-desk dialling across several sites and to have one
extension numbering plan whichcovers all internal telephones on all sites. Such a system
has several advantages, a most obvious one being that an extension user on onesite can
arrange to havehis calls automatically forwarded to an extension on anothersite.
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V. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A Introduction
The PABX is a small but nevertheless an important and integral part of the large nationwide
telephone network which includes not only all PABXs,but also the telephonelines, the public
telephone exchanges, and the telephone instruments. Any changes that are madein the services
that are offered in the public network will affect an organisation☂s private network, including
its PABX. So too will any developments that are madein the telephone.
Section V B discusses the current plans in this country for a digital public network, and the
likely effect these plans will have on the implementation of organisations☂ private networks.
Section V C examines likely developments in electronic telephones which, if they are intro-
duced,will add newfacilities to private networks. Section V D discusses those new technologies
which could influence the design of PABXs, and which could lead to the development of a new
generation of PABXs. Section V E discusses some general concepts concerning the design of
communications systems, and so provides an understanding of the PABX☂srole in integrated
voice and data communication systems. Section V F discusses the way in which these concepts
apply to the integrated private communications networks (combining both voice communi-
cation and data communication) whichare likely to emerge by the mid-1980s.

B. The Public Telephone Network
Most European PTTshavesimilar plans for their communication services to those that the Post
Office in this country has. These plansinclude the digitisation of the voice network, and the
introduction of a specialised data communications network.

The Post Office has announced plans for gradually replacing all public telephone exchanges
with computerised electronic exchanges ♥ the electronic exchange being knownas System X.
The Post Office is scheduling thefirst installations for 1985, but because of the high cost and
the large scale of effort that are involved in implementing a nationwide electronic exchange
network, telephone users are notlikely to see significant improvements in network facilities
for at least ten years after the first installation.

In the USA, the first electronic exchange wasinstalled a few years ago, and currently, AT&T
are installing electronic exchangesat a rate of about one a day. So far, however, only in the
major metropolitan areas in the USA have telephoneusershad their rotary dialling telephones
replaced by key phones, and almost no new facilities have been introduced as a consequence
of the introduction of computerised PABXs. AT&T are waiting for Western Electric to intro-
duce computerised PABXs on a nationwide scale before they offer, on a commercial basis,
certain of the telephonefacilities described earlier in Section IV of this report.

Similarly, the Post Office in this country will delay introducing newfacilities until it can offer
them on a nationwide basis and, in our opinion, this will not happen until at least the early
1990s. The digitisation of the public network,including the electronic exchanges (employing
time division switching technology) will take place initially over major inter-city trunk routes
and at group switching centres. All of this developmentwill have little impact on the telephone
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user until the digitisation reaches the local exchanges, and this will not occur until towards the
end of the replacement programme.
It follows from what has just been said that those organisations that purchase a PABXin the
next year or two, so that they can useit over the next decade,will receive little if any benefitfrom the Post Office☂s plans to computerise public telephone exchanges. Those organisations
may, however, receive benefits from the Post Office☂s plans to introduce additional dataservices (including Packet Switched Service (PSS) ) and private digital lines, which werediscussed in Report 7 on Public Data Services. These twoservices are discussed in the next two
Paragraphs.

In the next ten years the Post Office service that will have the most important effect for those
organisations that have computerised PABXswill, we believe, be the introduction of high-speed digital lines. These (as figure 5 shows) will probably befirst introduced in 1982, andthey will be available for private use between major cities in this country. Section V Fmentions the way in which these high-speed private lines might bring about the introductionof digital private networks much earlier (probably by a decade) than ee introduction of the
public digital network.
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The packet switched service, which (as figure 5 shows) is likely to be introduced in 1980,
could have a marginal impact in encouraging organisations to attach more low-activity
terminals to their voice networks. This will, however, only affect the traffic volumes through
an organisation☂s PABX. It will not affect the signalling, since PSS will operate at data rates
well within the voice bandwidth of three kilohertz.

C_ The Specialised Telephone
Specialised telephones are available in the USA on large scale. Two of the computerised
PABXs that are available in the UK originate from North America, and these could bring
with them to this country the specialised telephones which are offered with those PABXs
in the USA. These PABXs include the Plessey PDX (licensed from Rolm, California) and
GEC☂s SL-1 (licensed from Northern Telecomm, Canada).
The Post Office has not yet given approval for any specialised telephones to be attached to
the UK public network. We consider, however, that the Post Office will give its approval in
the next five years or that, alternatively, the Post Office will introduce a specialised telephone
of its own within tha. time. Since computerised PABXsthat are selected todaywill still have
many years☂ useful life left in them in five years from now,it is worth describing here some of
the opportunities that specialised telephoneswill provide.
At an elementary level, the standard Post Office rotary or push-button telephone can have
added to it ☁dedicated☂ buttons to enable the user to call up special features. This eliminates
the need for the extension user to remember long and complex feature access codes.

The telephone with the SL-1 does not contain any special features, but it can facilitate the use
of the features that are included in the SL-1 PABXitself. The SL-1 telephone has between ten
and thirty extra buttons and lamps. Each extension user can decide for himself which features
he wants to use most often, and the buttonson his telephone set can be programmed to enable
him to use those features. For example, if he wantsall his calls to be transferred to another
extension he can press a button marked ☁transfer☂, rather than have to remember a complex
code to do this. When he presses the button a lamp onhis telephonelights, and stays alight, to
remind him that this feature is in operation.

Most of the microprocessor-based telephones that have been introduced recently include
features additional to those that the PABX contains. For example, Rolm have recently
announced an electronic telephone (the ETS-100), which is considerably more sophisticated
than the telephone with the SL-1. The ETS-100 is built around a microprocessor, and it
incorporates both an alpha-numeric display and a set of programmable function keys, in
addition to the standard key pad. Onthis display an extension user, when his phonerings, can
see before helifts his receiver the extension numberof the person whois calling him.

Also, if for any reason. an extension user does not answer his phone whenit rings, the person
calling him can leave a visual message on the extension user☂s display asking him to return the
call to the number shownonthedisplay. By meansofthe display, also, the extension user can
visually verify pre-stored telephone numbers and accountcodes.

The Rolm ETS-100 is connected to the PABX by separate voice (analogue) and data (high-
speed digital) links. The first-generation specialised telephone (such as the ETS-100) will use
its microprocessorintelligence to extend the voicefacilities of the standard telephone. For
example, Bell offers a keyphonethat has its own abbreviated dialling feature incorporated into
the instrument, and the extension user can programmethis to suit his own requirements.

The specialised telephone that offers common extension features (such as abbreviated dialling,
camp-on andcall forwarding) removes a considerable load from the computer control of a
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PABX.A specialised telephone also has the advantage that, if the PABX on a particular sitedoes not haveall the features that that site requires, they can be supplemented by the featuresonthe specialised telephone.
The advent of the microprocessor and its impact on the telephone has been discussed inReport 5, on The Convergence of Technologies, and in Report 4, on Office Technology. Sometime in the future, probably, telephones such as the ETS-100will be upgradedin several ways.For example, with its built-in microprocessor and memory, the ETS-100 could easily beupgradedin several steps towards Rolm☂sstated objective of ☜performing future telecommuni-cations and data transmission tasks that include word Processing, electronic mail, and digitalfacsimile transmission and reception☝.
The next step will be to provide a direct digital control link between the microprocessorin thetelephone and the PABX, down which data can be transmitted from a terminal (such as thetelephone keypaditself). This is already possible with the ETS-100.
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The final step towards digitising the voice network will be the digital encoding of voice at the
telephone and, in the USA,the technology to do this has already been developed. This process
will complete the integration of voice and data within the telephone instrument. It will then be
necessary for the PABX to administer the separate voice and data connections according to the
demandsofthetraffic.
The Post Office☂s policy on specialised telephones will determine the timing of their intro-
duction in the UK. It seems likely that the Post Office will give favourable consideration
only to those electronic telephones that supplement existing network facilities ♥ such as
abbreviated dialling. One UK manufacturer has designed such a device and is now awaiting
Post Office approval.
Report 4, on Office Technology, mentioned the Nixdorf Datatel terminal, which is both a
telephone and a data terminal. The Datatel is a European product, and it is considerably more
advancedin thefacilities it has than is the Rolm ETS-100.

Large organisations will be applying pressure on the Post Office for approval of the intro-
duction of voice/data terminals. The Post Office has already given IBM approval to attach
simple data terminals to the 3750 PABX network, and Nixdorf hope to introduce the Datatel
during thefirst half of 14979.
Fully-digital telephones are not likely to be introduced into the UK market in much under ten
years, although they are already in the design stage in the USA. If, however, the Post Office
adopted a moreliberal approach in its attachment policy, the numberofspecialised telephones
in use in the UK would escalate by the early 1980s, since they would be commercially available
in the USAat that time. Once the Post Office has given approval for specialised telephones to
be introduced, their role will increase as more features and facilities (such as the ability to
handle data) becomeavailable in private telephone networks.

D Developments in PABX Technology

An organisation that is considering installing a computerised PABX will obviously be con-
cerned about whether the technology in one of today☂s computerised PABXs will become
obsolescent in the next five to ten years. The introduction of silicon technology into the
telephone exchange has brought about rapid change in the telecommunications industry
recently. It is, therefore, appropriate to examine here what the next developments in PABX
design will be following the first-generation computerised PABXs that are already available
in this country.

Digital signalling and digital computer control will be permanent features. Evidence of this
is provided by the rapid reductions that have occurred in the costs of semi-conductor com-
ponents, and by the PTT☂s plans to digitise the public networks in the next decade.

Electromechanical PABXs have a limited future because manufacturing them involves high
labour costs. The electronic PABX ♥ and especially the digital time-division PABX ♥ will
benefit from the decreasing costs of semi-conductor components. By contrast, labour costs
(which, as indicated above, form such a high element in the cost of electromechanical PABXs)
will continue to rise in the future. This cost differential will further encourage manufacturers
to introducesilicon technology into telephony equipments.

Changes in PABX technology are mostlikely to arise from integrating components. Second-
generation computerised PABXs will be based on large-scale integrated devices, such as the
microprocessor and the single chip PCM encoder and decoder.
A generation of digital computers based on the microprocessor is emerging, and micropro-
cessors will be used in the telecommunications network. Already, one computerised PABX
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(the ITT 4080) is based on microprocessor control. The ITT 4080 doesnot havea centralised
minicomputer, but instead has several single-function microprocessors that perform different
tasks (such as line status monitoring and call set up) within the PABX. This approach ♥ which
will be embodied in second-generation computerised PABXs ♥ is knownas distributed control.
The next logical step is for microprocessors to be included in telephones, and then for a
control link to be installed between the PABX and each extension, as has already been
discussed in Section VC. Through this approach, control will become increasingly more
distributed throughout the telephone network, and this will bring the benefits of increased
flexibility and higher system reliability.
The low cost of semi-conductors will, with the PTT☂s programme to digitise the public
telephone network, favour time division switching in the PABX. Assuming, therefore, that the
time division switching technique will be the most generally accepted in the next decade, themajority of the switching circuits used will be the PCM encoders and decoders. Large-scaleintegration techniques have already reached the design stage at companies such as Motorolain the USA and, with these techniques, PCM encoders and decoders could become a single-circuit component.It will be possible to achieve considerable savings in both space and costsby integration within the switching network of the PABX.
The combination of continuing component integration and distributed control through theuse of microprocessors will make it comparatively easy to expand a PABX. System designwill become increasingly more modular, and this will produce a more gradual cost curve forthose PABXsthat have a higherline capacity. Unlike what happensin the present systems therewill be no major discontinuities in cost per line when a second minicomputer is introduced.
The concept of distributed switching is also being applied to the signalling path within timedivision switches. The SL-1 switching highway can be extended to remote sites using a 32-channel PCM link. Extensionsin the remotesite can be interfaced directly into the main PABXthrough the commonswitching highway.
The second generation of computerised PABXs will use distributed processing in the form ofmicroprocessor elements, and distributed switching. The switching technology will be pre-dominantly timedivision, so thatit will be compatible with public networkfacilities.
Over the next five years the numberof available computerised PABXsis certain to increase,and figure 5 highlights some probable events that will be significant over that period andbeyond. Thefirst event will be that the Post Office will approveall those computerised PABXsthat are presently undergoing field trials. Once several products have been approved, manu-facturers will undoubtedly reduce their prices to a competitive level ♥ and theywill be helpedin doing this by the continuing reduction in the cost of components. At the moment, com-pared with the USA,thereis an artificial price premium on European PABXs. This premiumexists partly because the European marketis smaller, and partly because there is limited com-petition between manufacturers. Currently available products are likely to fall considerably inprice from 1981. In addition, within the next five years manufacturers will introduce add-onunits to those products to handle data traffic, and figure 5 shows some likely developmentsin data services.
To remain competitive all manufacturers will have to develop second-generation computerisedPABXs (comprising microprocessors and large-scale integrated switching components) by themid-1980s. Second-generation PABXswill develop as a consequence both of new low costsilicon componenttechnology and the manufacturers☂ need to remain competitive. The second-generation computerised PABXswill probably include data facilities
E The Components ofan Integrated Communications Network
Computerised PABX networks can offer new opportunities for integrating voice, data, text
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and image communications in the voice network. They may, however, also impose certain
limitations on the telephone network which could impede future developments. A brief look
at communication networks in a more general context will make it easy to understand the
possible limitations.
The common features of any communications network include input and output devices,
transmission links and switching centres. The facilities and the performance required of each
of these components are determined by the nature of the information source concerned. For
example, in a voice network, the input/output device is a simple analogue transducer (the
telephone) which converts speech into electrical signals. The transmission of voice signals
requires a bandwidth of three kilohertz. The transmission links (telephonelines) are designed
to accommodate signals within the three kilohertz voice bandwidth. The switching centres
(telephone exchanges) provide direct voice paths between the transmission links.
The information source in data communications has quite different communication character-
istics. Data, unlike voice, does not always need to betransmitted in real time. In addition, the
widevariations in the volumesof datathat originate from, say, a magnetic card reader terminal
and a main frame channel link require greater flexibility in bandwidth allocation within the
communications network.
This means that the components of a data communications network are likely to be quite
different from those of a voice network. A common feature of a data networkis that the
switching centre has a storage capability. The store is able to buffer incoming data traffic
until such time as there is spare capacity on an outgoing line. This technique maximises the
use of available bandwidth, and this is an advantage since bandwidth is a costly resource in
any communications network. It is possible to use the technique of local buffering, however,
only when the information does not need to be transmitted in real time. The same constraint
applies whentext is transmitted.

A different approach is used when twodifferent information sources, such as voice and data,
are combined. A voice conversation requires a direct link between two telephones over a
fixed bandwidth circuit. Data, however, can be transmitted in bursts, and can be sorted en
route to the receiver. With this approach, short bursts of data are transmitted during the time
that voice circuits are idle. The computer control of a PABXcanallocate idle voice circuits for
just this purpose, and canretrieve them later when they are required by the users of voice
circuits.
This approach presents two inherent problems. Thefirst is that a PABXis designed to handle
only the peak level of voice traffic and, at any one time, this may mean that, at most, 10%
of all the telephones are being used for conversation. If extra data terminals are added to the
PABX network it is probable that the demand caused by this increased traffic will cause
congestion in the voice networkat peak periods.

The second problem concerns bandwidth. Data transmission rates depend on the data source.
Increasingly, data terminals are becoming more sophisticated, and their use demands higher
transmission rates. Typically, a remote job-entry terminal operates at 9,600 bits per second.
The Post Office☂s plans to digitise the public telephone networkwill include installing, in the
early 1980s, high-speed digital circuits of up to 64 kilobits per second. Thesignalling tech-
niques employed within the PABX must be able to transmit data at rates that are equivalent
to those of the public network. In addition, the PABX must also be equipped with extra
capacity to handle data, text and imagetraffic. The PABX will also require extra computer
facilities to control the flow of data, text and imagetraffic.

F The Prospect for Integrating Voice and Datain the Private Telephone Network
Until recently the PABX has been exclusively dedicated to switching voicetraffic. In Section
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III C, the PABX function was described as that of a concentratorin allocating outgoing lines
to those extension users who require an external numberat a particular time. The PABX can,
in the same way, provide access to computerfacilities for data terminals that are connected
to the voice network. By dedicating a limited numberof outgoinglines to this data traffic, the
user of a data terminal can communicate with a computer through the medium ofoneof these
lines.
If the terminals are used only infrequently, the extra traffic will beless likely to interfere with
the PAHX☂s primary function of serving voice users. It will, however, act as a valuable con-
centrator for data terminals, and it will direct all data onto a few highly-utilised lines between
the PABX and the computerfacilities. The only limitation on the terminals will be the three
kilohertz bandwidth available to transmit data across voice circuits. This bandwidth constraint
can be overcome by connecting the PABX directly to the digital private lines whichwill shortly
becomeavailable from the Post Office network.
Those PABXsthat are based on time division switching and use PCMsignalling are particularly
suitable for transmitting data. In the interface to the PABX,theline circuits are encoding
incoming analogue signals into digital bit streams. It is a comparatively straightforward matter
to remove the analogue interface (the PCM encoder) and to connect data terminals directly
onto the digital switching path. Doing this removes the limiting effect that the voice network
has on the rate at which data can be transferred (up to 9,600 bits per second on privatelines),
and enables data to be transferred at rates up to 64,000bits per second. Whenthe Post Office
network provides digital lines directly into the PABX, this will remove the need for such an
analogue interface into the public switched network.
These digital lines (working at rates up to 64 kilobits per second) will have immediate appli-
cation to those organisations that operate a private data network. An organisation that has a
PABX with a signalling system compatible with the 64 kilobits per second digital voicelines,
will be able to use thoselines for voice and data at different times during the day.
An organisation that has digital private lines and electronic telephones (encoding speech and
data into PCM signals) will be able to integrate voice and data in a single communications
network, with a resulting saving in costs. This integration can be achieved by multiplexing
commonleased lines between voice traffic and data traffic. These two different kinds of traffic
have almost complementary characteristics because voice traffic must be communicatedin real
time, whereas most data traffic can tolerate delays ranging from seconds (on interactive
terminals) to hours (on remote job entry applications). The PABX will undertake the
scheduling of these two kinds of traffic over a common network.
Thefacilities that a computerised PABX needsto havein order to handle data arelisted below.
Thelist is not exhaustive, but it indicates the items that telecommunication planners need to
consider.

1. PABX control features
♥ Store and forward capability (at least one megabyte)
♥ Access control(class of service restrictions on data terminal connection)
♥ Protocol and speed conversions (to enable different manufacturers☂ terminals to

communicate with a common data processingfacility)
♥ Traffic scheduling (multiplexing data traffic on voice circuits)

2. PABX switching network
♥ Additional traffic capacity to that required by voicetraffic alone
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Appropriate bandwidth for the terminals attached to the network (300 baud up to
9600 baud)
Wideband transmission for high-speed data terminal equipments (64 kilo baud)

♥ Compatibility with public data circuits
Data facilities, such as flexitime recording and data capture, are currently being sold by IBM
for specific applications. We believe, however, that the PABX networkwill be best suited for
handling general-purpose low-activity data terminals. Examples of these include applications
in, say, a factory or a bank which involve interrogating files of information on a random and
not too frequent basis. In applications such as these, the PABX will act as an intelligent
terminal concentrator which could then front end onto the data network.
When the private telephone network becomesdigital, the PABX will assume a morecentral
role. It will act as both a data concentrator and a message switching device, to which both
terminals and computers will be attached. The PABX☂s eventualrole will be to carry all traffic
that originates in the voice network, whetherit originates from data terminals, word processors,
or the telephoneitself. The PABX will then become a communications controller and, in that
role, will have the responsibility for efficiently utilising all outgoing transmission facilities
(including analogue anddigital leased lines, and public network trunk lines).
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VI. THE JUSTIFICATION FOR INSTALLING A COMPUTERISED PABX

A Introduction
In Europe, computerised PABXs are today considerably more expensive than are electro-mechanical PABXs. To compensate for this, however, they offer several additional featuresand facilities which were described in Section IV and which can be of significant value tomany organisations, and these features andfacilities may, for some organisations, justify theextra cost that is involved in purchasing a computerised PABX. Section VI B discusses theadvantages that computerised PABXshave, because of their features and facilities, over electro-mechanical PABXs.
Section V1 C discusses the aspects that an organisation needs to consider when trying to decidewhetheritis justified in purchasing a computerised PABX to meetits present needs.
As was mentionedin Section || A, when an organisation decidesto install a PABXit is enteringinto a commitmentthat extends over ten or more years. During that time an extra demandwillbe placed on the voice network which may include data, text and imagetraffic. In addition, itis likely that developments in public services and telephone terminals will also make demandson an organisation☂s PABX.
It follows then, that an organisation that is consideringinstalling a computerised PABX shouldnot only have regard to its present needs but also to its needs over, say, the next ten years.Manyorganisationswill be able to justify a computerised PABXin the long term,particularlysince (as already discussed in Section V D) the cost of computerised PABXswill be reducedthrough the reduced cost of components and freer market conditions. Section VI D, therefore,discusses the longer-term justification for installing a computerised PABX.

B Advantages of Computerised PABXs Over Electromechanical PABXs
Modern electromechanical PABXs (such as crossbar) offer most of the facilities for theextension user and the operator that computerised PABXs provide. In addition (as described inSection V C), when specialised telephones become available they will probably be able toprovide some of thefacilities that are not available with electrornechanical PABXs. This meansthat the features andfacilities that benefit the extension user and the operator will not, inthemselves, contribute much to the case for installing a computerised PABX. More importantthat these are the other features andfacilities described in Section IVC that affect managementcontrol, system flexibility, network managementand easier maintenance.
In addition, computerised PABXs are silent in operation, whereas electromechanical PABXsare not, and computerised PABXs require muchless space. The saving in space may notbe atall important if space is not at a premium (such as where the PABX is located on the largeindustrial site) but where the PABXis located in the heart of a city the saving in space canrepresent a significant savingin cost.
A comparison of the features and facilities of computerised PABXs and electromechanicalPABXsis given in figure 6. The most important advantages a computerised PABX provides
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over an electromechanical PABX are discussed below:

Managementcontrol
With an electromechanical PABX management have only twoalternatives regarding
outgoing calls. They can either arrange that extension users are not permitted to dial
any external numbers for themselves, or they can allow extension users to dial their
owncalls direct without management having any controlat all over the outgoingcalls
that extension users make. By contrast, with a computerised PABX management can
allocate several different levels of outgoing access (discussed in Section IV D), ranging
from an extension user whois allowed to make only internal calls to an extension user
whois allowed to make any kindof call, including an international call.
In addition, the computerised PABX can record each outgoing call so that subsequently
a full analysis of call charges can be made. A record of outgoing calls can only be made
with an electromechanical PABX if additional hardware, such as a minicomputer,is
incorporated into its trunk circuits.

System flexibility
With an electromechanical PABX, changesto the extension numbering plan and to the
class of service can only be made by making adjustments to the hardware. This requires
the attendance of a Post Office engineer and will usually be the subject of a delay. As
was discussed in Section IV E, with a computerised PABXalterations such as these can
be madeby entering simple instructions into the keyboard terminal. Also, unlike the
electromechanical PABX, additions or modifications can be madeto the software of a
computerised PABX, either to introduce new features and facilities or to re-define
existing ones. This offers an organisation some protectionat least against obsolescence
of its PABX.

Network management
Many of the non-voice features discussed in Section IV H (for example, the integration
of voice and data) that can be achieved by adding local data storage in the PABX,are
not available in electromechanical PABXs. Also, computerised PABXs, unlike electro-
mechanical PABXs, allow fixed tariff lines (such as out-of-area exchange lines) to be
used efficiently. This is achieved byfacilities such as route optimisation.

The combination of instantaneoustraffic supervision and the collection and analysis of
call data (which computer control makes possible in a computerised PABX)enables the
computerised PABXto offer a more efficient and more costeffective private telephone
network than does the electromechanical PABX.

Easier maintenance
Because of the features discussed Section |V G, the organisation that has a computerised
PABX is guaranteed a higher level of service, in general, than is obtainable with an
electromechanical PABX. With the latter, maintenance relies entirely on the visits of
Post Office engineers to determine faults, and these faults occur frequently because of
the high proportion of moving parts that are employed in an electromechanical PABX.
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FIGURE 6: COMPARISON OF ELECTROMECHANICAL AND COMPUTERISED PABXs

C Justifying a Computerised PABX in terms of an Organisation's Present Needs
An organisation that purchases a new PABX doesso either out of necessity (because thepresent equipment can nolonger be maintained, or can no longer be maintained economically)or because the organisation wishes to take advantage of the new technologies, and of thefeatures and facilities that the new technologies provide. For whatever reason an organisationpurchases a computerised PABX,it will have to pay a premium price forit, andthispricewillneed to be justified to senior managementin terms of the benefits that the organisation will .derive from installing the computerised PABX. These benefits will be of two kinds: tangiblebenefits (such as reduced telephonebills) and intangible benefits (such as increased businessefficiency and improved service to, say, customers,clients, suppliers, etc.).
At the present time there is no substantial evidence that theinstallation of a computerisedPABXcanbejustified by the tangible benefits the computerised PABX provides. However, thefact that IBM have sold over one hundred 3750s, and that four other manufacturers are
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introducing computerised PABXs provides support for the view that manyhold,that effective
communications contribute to a better working environment, which in turn increases produc-
tivity. As a result, many organisations have decided,or currently are in the process of deciding,
that the purchase of a computerised PABXat the present time is an investment opportunity,
and that expenditure on a computerised PABX nowwill produce future savings in thetele-
communications budget.
In attempting to quantify this investment opportunity it is necessary to assess the total cost of
installing and operating a computerised PABXand,following this, to estimateall possible cost
savings that the installation of a computerised PABX will produce. The most effective method
of quantifying the investment opportunity is by a discounted cash flow analysis over the
expected life of the computerised PABX. The following paragraphsdiscuss the areas of expen-
diture and thelikely cost savings which should be includedin the analysis. :

1.. Potential savings from a computerised PABX
Overthe lifetime of a computerised PABX savings will come from the following:
♥ Telephonebills

The call information logging and routerestriction facilities should produce savings of
between 10% and 15% of the annual Post Officebill.

♥ Utilisation of private lines
Organisations that employ large private networks can almostcertainly justify replacing
all their electromechanical PABXs by computerised PABXson their major sites by the
cost savings they will derive from a higher utilisation of private lines. Clearly, the
amountof saving depends on the numberoflines that are attached to a PABX.

♥ Operatorefficiency
On large sites it should be possible to save at least one operator position, which will
meana saving in both salary and overheads.

♥ Improved maintenance
There will be a saving in Post Office labour costs because Post Office engineers are no
longer required to make. simple changes to extension numbers and facility allocations.
The saving may amountto only a few hundred pounds annually, but the elimination
of lengthy delays that are necessary when changes are to be implemented is an
additional benefit.

♥ Space
In a city location, where space is at a premium, a computerised PABX can release
valuable office space. Some organisations that have installed a computerised PABX
decided to do so largely on the basis of this factor.

Other benefits which cannot be quantified, but which are nevertheless important to an
organisation, are:
♥ Rapid setting up of outgoing calls

Those features of a computerised PABX which reduce the amountof time necessary to
set up a call (as discussed in Section IV B) contribute to increased productivity. This
has the psychological benefit of producing more efficient and more effective communi-
cations, which lead to a moresatisfying work environment and to improved business
efficiency.

♥ Rapid and informedresponse to incoming calls
The improved service that the operator can give with a computerised PABX is most
important in creating an imageof efficiency and in building good will with customers,
clients, suppliers, etc.
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2. Additional costs associated with installing and operating a computerised PABX
When an organisation installs a computerised PABX the most obvious and the mostsig-
nificant costs involved are the purchase price of the PABX< itself and the costs of providing
any special environmental facilities, such as stand-by power, air conditioning, and false
floors, etc.

The extra costs of operating a computerised PABX compared with operating an electro-
mechanical PABX mayinclude:

♥ E&xtra power requirements
Computerised PABXs have continuous 24-hour power requirements, and these are
greater than the power requirements of electromechanical exchanges.

♥ Data processing
Call information and traffic data will need to be processed and analysed regularly
(probably monthly), and this will require both data processing staff and computertime.

♥ Maintenance costs
The Post Office is, at the moment, charging higher rates for maintaining computerised
PABXsthan for maintaining electromechanical PABXs.

Anorganisation that is considering installing a computerised PABX needs to quantify, so
far as it is possible to quantify, all the factors mentioned above, and then to produce a
discounted cash flow analysis over different periods such as five years, ten years, and
fifteen years. This analysis will show whether an investment in a computerised PABX at
the present timeis likely to prove to be a profitable one.

If the discounted cash flow analysis shows that the investmentis likely to be a profitable
one, and if the assumptions used in producing that analysis are soundly based, then the
intangible benefits will reinforce the case for installing a computerised PABX. If the
organisation decides to go ahead it should use the assumptionsused in the discounted cash
flow analysis to produce targets for monitoring the project.

D Justifying the Installation of a Computerised PABX in terms of Future Trends

As was discussed in Section V D, the price differential between computerised PABXs and
electromechanical PABXswill decrease in the next five to ten years because componentcosts
will fall and labour costs will rise. Also, the freer market conditions mentioned in Section V D
will also mean that computerised PABXswill, in the future, provide a better price/performance
than they do today.

The need and opportunity to integrate voice and data in an organisation☂s private network
(which was discussed in Section V F) will further justify the case for installing a computerised
PABXthat employs time division switching.
Also, a computerised PABX could contribute to the overall planning of an organisation☂s total
business communication systems (including voice, telex, data, and other media). It could do
this by providing valuable information on voice traffic, which could assist an organisation☂s
management in encouraging the use of alternative communications media. For example, in
certain circumstancesit is just as efficient, and less costly, to send a telex messageinstead of
making a telephonecall.
An organisation needs to consider its total communication requirement, bearing in mind that
the telephone forms just one component of this. Only through a detailed analysis can an
organisation find the long-term solution to the problem of minimising its total communi-
cations bill. A critical element of this analysis is detailed information on the different
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communication services, including the telephone. A computerised PABX has (as has already
been discussed) the facilities to provide the necessary information and perform the detailed
supervisionoftraffic.
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VII. SELECTING A COMPUTERISED PABX

A_ Introduction
The purpose of this Section is to provide information whichwill assist the telecommunications
management of an organisation in making an informed choice between those computerised
PABXsthat are either available in the European market today orare likely to be available in
the next five years. Muchof the detail of the features and facilities that are available with these
products has been deliberately omitted because they are constantly changing and, instead,
general guidelines are given to assist in the selection process.
Section VII B discusses the project managementaspects of the process of selecting a computer-
ised PABX. Section VII C discusses the technical features that an organisation should consider
whenit is selecting a computerised PABX. Section VII D discusses the features and facilities
that are available in the computerised PABXsthatare either available todayorare likely to be
available in the next five years.

B Managing the Selection Process
The process of selecting a computerised PABX can be a lengthy one. An organisation needs to
start the selection process at least 18 months before the desired date of installation, since
manufacturers generally require an average of about a year between the date of receiving an
order and the date ofinstalling a computerised PABX. The lengthy delivery period whichis
required for those computerised PABXs that are still awaiting Post Office approval will,
however, be significantly reduced when the respective manufacturers receive Post Office
approval for their products.
Figure 7 illustrates the steps that are necessary in selecting a computerised PABX network,
based upon an actual case history. The particular project involved required three months to
formalise the case for the selected PABX,and the installation of the network is being phased
over a five-year period.
Typically, the steps that are involved in selecting a computerised PABXwill include:

♥ Specifying the PABX and, where applicable, specifying the network (where there are
private lines and more than one PABX).

♥ Requesting the suppliers to tender against the drawn-upspecification.
♥ Evaluating the various manufacturers☂ proposals, including visiting and holding tech-

nical discussions with selected manufacturers.
♥ Making a recommendation to senior management, including an outline of alternatives

and a firm recommendation for the preferred manufacturer.
♥ Agreeing with the selected manufacturer details of price, delivery, and final specifi-cation.
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♥ Preparing andsigning the final contract.
As part of the selection process it is necessary for the telecommunications management teamto acquire the necessary skills. Those staff who are directly responsible for selecting a com-puterised PABX will need to understand computerssufficiently well to be able to evaluate thetechnical limitations of a computerised PABX that are discussed in Section VII C. They willalso benefit by consulting the staff in other information services departments in order toenable them to plan for the possible extension of the telephone network to include datacommunications.
An organisation whenit is selecting a computerised PABX needs to make allowances for theimpact that non-voiceservices will have on the voice network in the future.It will only be ableto do this if the process of selecting the PABXis coordinated at the top level of the organis-ation. To achieve this, an organisation that already has a director of managementserviceswillbe well advised to ensure that he participates actively in the processof selecting acomputerisedPABX.

C The Importance of Technology in Selecting a Computerised PABX
An organisation that is selecting a computerised PABX will probably be primarily concernedwith the features and facilities of the PABXs concerned. However, the technology embodied inthe PABXsis also important for three reasons. Thefirst is the effect that technology has onsystem reliability. The secondis the limitations that technology may impose on the applicationof the available features and facilities. The third is the role of the PABXs☂switching technologyin the application of the PABX to non-voice communication, that will be a consequenceof thedevelopments in telephony (discussed in Section V F) during the next decade. These threeaspects are discussed below:
1. System reliability

Because they have no movingparts, the solid-state systems in today☂s computerised PABXsare inherently more reliable than are electromechanical systems, but initially they can beplagued by design faults in both their software and their hardware. For example, the soft-ware that determines a particular feature may operate successfully under most conditionsand for a long period, but occasionally it mayfail for no apparent reason. It is, therefore,necessary to test each feature over a long operational period (perhaps a year or more) tosee whetherfaults appear as a result of some deficiency in the software.
As was mentioned in Section VIG, the computerised PABX has the ability to run self-testing maintenance routine whilst the PABX is operating. The computer control isresponsible for running the tests. Because the system is vulnerable to hardware faultswithin the computer control, system reliability can only be assured if the PABX has astand-by computer that can take overin any circumstance in which the self-testing routinereveals that thereis a fault in the system control.
The system facilities for safeguarding the contents of the computerstore in the event of asystem or powerfailure are also important. These facilities may include stand-by power,and duplicate electronic stores within the PABX. Alternatively, a non-volatile store (suchas a magnetic tape) could be located outside the PABX,and be used to maintain a per-manent record of both the system software and the extension numbering plan in case amajor system or powerfailure occurs.

2 Thelimitations that a computer imposes
onthefeatures andfacilities of a computerised PABXThe computer within a particular PABX influences the scope ofthe features andfacilitiesthat that PABX provides. The computer consists of a Processor which implements thefeatures, and a store which holds the software that controls the operations of the features.
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The processor's store can restrict the number and the scope of features and facilities whichcan be incorporated into the PABX. Consequently, when an organisation is selecting acomputerised PABX it should obtain from the manufacturer information on the followingmatters:
The extent to which the store can be expandedinsize(if at all) to accommodate newfeatures and to extend existing ones (such as the numberof abbreviated dialling codes).
The ability of the computer to support an external store (such as a floppy disc) toenable new features to be added (including local data collection and electronic tele-phonedirectories).
The extent to which the processing power of the computer can be increased(if at all)by additional hardware within the PABX, or by a second processor. This could be avital feature when the function of the PABX is extended to include both data and textcommunications).

3. Limitations in the switching technology of the computerised PABX
Because of the likely developments in specialised telephones and new public networkservices that were described in Section V B and C, an organisation needs to examine thelimitations of PABX switching technology whenit is selecting equipment that will be inoperation for at least the following ten years. If there is a strong likelihood that both data
and text traffic will be included in the networkin the foreseeable future, the PABX switch-ing network will need to have the additional circuit capacity to cope with this additionaltraffic. The PABXwill also need to be able to provide sufficient bandwidth to transmit thedata traffic at the required rates of data transmission. This implies that the PABX must be
compatible with the public network data services, including, perhaps, high-speed data
circuits of up to 64 kilobits per second. A PABXthat has a switching network that can
handle only voice traffic at peak load, and is limited to data rates that are well below the
digital voice range of 64 kilobits per second , would be unlikely to be suitable for a private
network in which it was desired to combine both voice traffic and high-speed traffic.
It must be rememberedhere thatdigital private lines will be available within the lifetime of
a computerised PABXthat is selected today. It follows from this that an organisation that
is selecting a computerised PABX should seriously examine the prospect of introducing a
partly-digital private voice network.

D Selecting Features and Facilities in a Computerised PABX
In selecting a computerised PABX, an organisation should be discriminating when evaluating
the many features and facilities, and should concentrate on those aspects that will contribute
most to reducing telephone costs and making voice communication moreeffective. For this
purpose, the available features and facilities can be considered under the three separate
headings of: features for the extension user, features for the operator, and features for manage-
mentcontrol and system and network management. These three groups of features are discussed
below:
1. Features for the extension user :

Features for the extension user have been discussed in Section IV. In evaluating the
features in a particular PABX,an organisation should consider the following aspects:
♥ The extent to which the databases are relevant to and are of value to the organisation.

(A feature will be of value only if it is constantly needed, otherwise extension users
will not be motivated to learn the appropriate access code that is required to operate
that feature).
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♥ Thesuitability of the specification of each feature to meet the special needs of the
organisation. (For example, the camp-on feature discussed in Section IV is available
in several different forms. An organisation needs to select the one that is most appro-
priate to its extension users☂ needs).

♥ Any limitations the available features have that might impair their usefulness to
the organisation. (For example, the abbreviated dialling feature may have too few
abbreviated codes to satisfy the needs of a large organisation).

Having considered these aspects, an organisation then needs to compare theprice of the
different available features in the computerised PABXsthat are being considered. Different
manufacturers have different policies regarding the features available on their PABXs.
Features which one manufacturer provides in the basic price of the PABX may besubject
to an additional charge on another PABX. For example, Plessey on their PDX provide, as a
standard feature, the ability to set up eight simultaneoussix-party conferences, whereas
IBM on their 3750 provide conferencefacilities only as extra add-on units, with each unit
enabling two three-way conferences to be conducted.

Some manufacturers provide free training of extensionusers as part of their basic package.
Since this training would otherwise involve an organisation in considerable cost and effort,
this could be an important consideration whenselecting a computerised PABX.
Features for the operator
The consoles of the computerised PABXs that are being sold today all have very similar
features for the operator. The telephone supervisor in an organisation is the most obvious
and the most qualified person to choose betweentherelative merits of different consoles.
It is, therefore, sensible to secure her co-operation in the selection stage, particularly since
she will have much of the responsibility for demonstrating new features to extension users
and for training operators.

The differences between the different consoles do not make the overall performance of
one computerised PABX either better or worse than another.

Features for management control and system and network management
As described in Section IV D and F, a computerised PABX offers features and facilities for
controlling day-to-day outgoing call charges, and for maximising the utilisation of an
organisation☂s private network.
This will involve (as described in Section IV D and F) analysingcall logging information
and traffic patterns on outgoinglines.
The manufacturers of computerised PABXs havenot, upto this time, provided the neces-sary software for the required analyses, and this is likely to be the responsibility of thecustomer for the foreseeable future. Therefore, unless the manufacturer supplies the soft-
ware, either the telecommunications staff or the data processing staff will be involved in
producing the necessary software. Also, as the planning of private networks becomes morecomplex (with private voice and data lines) the need for computer simulation will arise ifan organisation is to operate an efficient network. Simulations will, for example, include
modelling peak traffic conditions in the network to determine the levels of service that
should be provided and the utilisation of private lines. The telecommunicationsstaff will
also need to be involved with running these simulations.
As an alternative to using either the telecommunications staff or the data processing staff
to produce the software, however, an organisation might arrange for this to be produced
by a suitable software house.
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In comparing different computerised PABXs, an organisation should, therefore, ascertain
what support the different manufacturers can providein thisfield.

E Other Matters that Require Consideration in Selecting a Computerised PABX
Before deciding on a particular computerised PABX,an organisation should satisfy itself thatthe product has been thoroughlyfield tested. For this purpose, an organisation should ask themanufacturer for introductions to other users of the product that is being considered, andshould then set up meetings with some of those users to establish whethertheir experiencewith the product has been satisfactory or, alternatively, what difficulties they have exper-ienced with the product.

Large organisations may well employ several PABXsin their telephone networks. Increasingly,the choice of a PABX for one location influences network features such as desk-to-deskdialling throughout the organisation. Therefore, in selecting a PABX today an organisationneeds to try to ensure that all the PABXsit installs in the future will be compatible. Thismeans that it will be necessary to standardise on one or two products that employ common
technologies, and an organisation needs to take this into account when selecting a PABX
today.
Finally, an organisation will wish to ensure that the price of the product that it chooses
compares favourably with similar products. In making a cost comparison between products,
cost perline is as good a measureof cost as any.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

A The Need to Consider a Computerised PABX
The availability of computerised PABXs has attracted the attention of managementin nearlyall those organisations that have a private telecommunications network. In most cases, thosemembers of management are wondering to what extent they should themselves examine thecase forinstalling a computerised PABX. Our view is that managementof any organisation thathas a private telecommunications network should now examine the case for installing a com-
puterised PABXforthe following two reasons:
1. In the office of the future, multi-function devices will generate new patternsof traffic(data, voice, text and image). When this happens, the computerised PABX will play acentral role in the office. It can intelligently handle mixed traffic, and it can enable multi-function devices to be implemented and integrated into telecommunications networks.This will becomeincreasingly important in the future because developments in the officewill produce an increasing volume of data and texttraffic,all competing for spare capacityin the voice network.
2. The computerised PABX hassophisticated features that benefit the extension user and theOperator, and that provide a high level of managementcontrol, particularly of the network.This means that it provides the opportunity for a considerable improvement in theefficiency and the cost effectiveness of communications.

B_ The Casefor Installing a Computerised PABX

At the present time, computerised PABXs are considerably more expensive than are theirelectromechanical counterparts. Because of this, not all organisations will be able to justifyreplacing their electromechanical exchanges by computerised PABXs in the short term. Forexample, a large administrative office in a city centre (say, the head office of a large buildingsociety in the centre of London) will be more likely to be ableto justify installing a computer-ised PABX than will a manufacturing organisation on an industrial estate thirty or so milesfrom London.
Even so, the case forinstalling a computerised PABX already looks attractive for many organ-isations, and those organisations that have large private networkscould achieve significant costsavings by introducing computerised PABXs throughout their network. The case will becomemore attractive as the prices of computerised PABXs drop in comparison with the prices ofelectromechanical PABXs.
It is most unlikely that computerised PABXswill be superseded in the foreseeable future, aswere crossbar exchanges and reed relay exchangesin their respective lifetimes. There is verylittle doubt that the computerised PABXwill still be in service in twenty years from now.Thiswill happen partly because the technology is much more flexible than were the earlier tech-nologies, and partly because the PTTs have committed themselves to adoptthis technology inthe public networks.
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Although (as mentioned in Section V D), second generation computerised PABXswill bedeveloped in the mid-1980s, an organisation that decidesto install a first-generation computer-ised PABX need havenofears that its PABX will become obsolescent. All manufacturers willalmost certainly develop both new hardware and new software to upgradefirst-generationcomputerised PABXs, both to prolongthelife cycles of their products and to handle non-voicetraffic.

C_ TheSelection of a Computerised PABX
Because of thefactors discussedin this Section above,the selection of a computerised PABX isnow a matter which is of strategic importance to the future development of informationsystems, and therefore is of concern to mostlarge organisations.
We advise all organisations to take the following action:
1. To review the existing allocation of responsibilities for planning voice, data, text and imagecommunications. These planning activities need to be co-ordinated so that the plans forequipmentandservices take into accountthe overall pattern and volumeoftraffic.
2. To ensure that the necessary skills exist, or are developed, within the Organisation so thatthe process of selecting a computerised PABX can be carried out correctly and efficiently.
3. To ensure that the selection process takes into account the potential communicationtraffic needs of the organisation (voice, data, text and image). This means ensuring thatthe selected computerised PABX hasthe two following features:

♥ Sufficient traffic handling capacity to cope with the extra traffic which non-voice
applications can be expected to add. A PABXthatis highly modular in design would
be best equipped to meet changesin traffic volumes.

♥ Compatibility with digital voice lines to enable the organisation☂s private network to be
partially or even completely digitised to enable it to include both voicetraffic and data
traffic over the private lines and extensioncircuits.

In addition, we advise any organisation that decides to purchase a computerised PABX in the
next couple of years or so to pay particular attention to the following criteria whenselecting
a computerised PABX:
1. Proven field trial experience of the PABX in the UK, or in the European environment.
2. Appropriate back-up for system features and facilities.
3. Training facilities both for extension users and operators, to ensure that extension users

and operators take full advantage of the features of the PABX.
Finally, as already mentioned in Section VII E, when selecting a computerised PABX an
organisation should try to select a product range on whichit will standardise for the remainder
of its installations.

D Deciding When to Buy a Computerised PABX
Any organisation that is planning either to replace an electromechanical PABXorto install a
computerised PABX in a newsite will need to decide on the best time to purchase.
We would advise all those organisations that do not need to replace their existing electro-
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mechanical PABXs meantime, not to purchase a computerised PABX before 1981. Between
now and then, several new products will become available and as a result the market will be
more competitive than at present. We anticipate that priceswill fall. Delivery periods will also
be substantially reduced once all the products have received the approval of the Post Office.
Manufacturers will need to offer PABXs that have a widerrange of features andfacilities, and
extensive back-up support to make their products more attractive than those of their com-
petitors.

If, however, an organisation decides to install a computerised PABX earlier than 1981, we
recommend that the organisation should look ahead atlikely price trends and likely develop-
ments. If an organisation will be purchasing additional PABXslater, those trends and develop-
ments may have a considerable bearing on the product that the organisation chooses either
today orin the near future.
Finally, in deciding when to purchase a computerised PABX,an organisation should not under-
estimate the time that will be required to select a computerised PABX,to haveit delivered, to
haveit installed, and to have it commissioned.
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Abstract
Report series The Selection ofaNo. 9 ComputerisedPABX

by Roger Camrass
July 1978

With the introduction of computer-based technology the nature of the private automaticbranch exchange (PABX) has changed. These devices offer a new set of opportunities for
information systems of the future and for this reason are of particular significance for the
management services manager. At the same time, new questions are posed for the telecom-
munications manager, or any other individual concerned with the selection of such equipment.
Computerised PABXs provide someadditional facilities for voice communication ♥ at a cost ♥
but they also offer completely new facilities which may be of strategic importance. Aboveall,
they offer the opportunity to mix and controlvoice, data, text and graphicstraffic on a single
network.
This report describes the evolution of these exchanges, explaining the technology involved and
the essential differences between it and that of the preceding generations of electro-mechanical
equipment. The report describes the features and facilities which computerised PABXs offer
and explains the additional opportunities which these facilities can provide. The justification
for installing such equipment is examined and guidance given on theselection processandits
management.
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The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group which examines major
developments in its field ♥ computers, telecommunications, and office
automation ♥ on behalf of subscribing members. lt provides a set of
☁eyes and ears☂ on the world for the systems departments of some of
Europe☂s largest concerns.

The Foundation collects its information in Europe and the US, whereithas offices through its associated company. It transmits its findings tomembers in three main ways.
♥ as regular written reports, giving detailed findings and sub-stantiating evidence.
♥ through management conferences, stressing the policy impli-

cations of the subjects studied for managementservices directorsand their senior colleagues.
♥ through professional and technical seminars, where the members☂Own specialist managers and technicians can meet with theFoundation research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundation is controlled by a Management Board upon which themembers are represented. Its responsibilities include the selection oftopics for research, and approval of the Foundation☂s annual report andaccounts, showing how the subscribed research funds have beenemployed.
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